WAYS TO PREVENT WINDOW COLLISIONS

ACOPIAN BIRDSAVERS
DIY HERE. PURCHASE HERE.
An external curtain of paracord allows for window treatment that does not adhere to the window itself. A great option for those in rentals or with window warranties not allowing decals.

TEMPERA PAINT OR BAR SOAP
DIY
A temporary solution of applying designs to the exterior of the glass. Easily removed if renting a home or wanting to switch design. Available at your local craft stores and online. Get creative! Possibilities are endless!

FEATHER FRIENDLY BIRD TAPE
PURCHASE HERE.
This is a dotted decal design that does not obscure much of your view out the window yet remains visible to birds.

COLLIDESCAPE BIRD TAPE AND FILM
PURCHASE HERE.
CollidEscape offers a few different options that stick directly onto your windows. Some options even offer energy savings while preserving view out.

SONGBIRD ESSENTIAL WINDOW DECALS
PURCHASE IN TAS SHOP HERE OR ONLINE HERE.
These decals must follow the 2”x2” spacing rule. A single hawk silhouette will not deter the birds.

BIRD CRASH PREVENTER CURTAINS
PURCHASE HERE.
Brackets of monofilament lines come with hardware required. Preserves view out and easily installed.